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Abstract
Research in music performance has shown that human performances

of notated music often deviate from an exact mathematical interpretation
of the score. It is also possible to some extent to model this computa-
tionally. Parts of an existing rule system that models music performance
was implemented in Igor Engraver, a music notation program. The rule
system has been implemented before, but this implementation was made
at a higher level of abstraction which allows the rules to work with data
that is closer to real notation. The program in which the implementation
was made also provides a better user interface for score input and has
other performance rules that can be used in combination. A formalism
for describing the rules is also presented.

1 Introduction
A musical score most often refers to a sheet or some sheets of paper containing
systems of �ve parallell lines upon which notes (usually a dot with a line attached
to it), some text and other symbols are written. The score holds information
about what notes are to be played at what time, and in varying degree how they
should be played. Each note has some default properties, primarily what tone
it represents and a basic duration (a power of 2 with non-positive exponent),
indicating the duration of the note in relation to other notes. Modi�ers (mostly
�ags, beams and dots) can be used to alter some of these properties. Some
modi�ers are de�ned in a formal way, such as changing the basic duration by
a certain factor. Others are not as speci�c, eg, if a modi�er indicates that a
note is to be played soft it doesn't specify the loudness in dB, but relies on the
performers idea of what is soft.

If we would let a computer play a score exactly as notated, we would probably
not �nd it very enjoyable. Compared to human performances of the same piece it
would feel lifeless, static and dull, whereas the human performance could be said
to be expressive, to �have feeling� or even to communicate some emotion. Thus,
the human performance deviates in some ways from what was �mathematically�
notated. If we compared di�erent human performances by di�erent (skilled)
artists of the same piece we could, although all performances might have some
�expression� they might still sound di�erent. We say that they have interpreted
the score in di�erent ways.
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On the way from being symbols on a piece of paper to the �wiggling air
molecules� through which we hear the piece, there has clearly been some trans-
formation of the score. This transformation is done �rst in the mind and in-
tention of the performer, and is �nally depending on his control of the muscles
that are playing the instrument. This way we can look at a performance of a
piece as a mapping from the score to the notes that are actually played.

Is it then possible to �nd mappings such that when they are applied to a score
it will be played in the style of a certain artist or in a way that it communicates
a certain emotion? Is it possible to quantify the �human touch� in music? These
are fundamental questions in the research of �Expressive Music Performance�.

There are several research teams working in this �eld. We will use the results
of a research team located at the Department for Speech, Music and Hearing
at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Sweden. In the dissertation �A
Quantitative Rule System For Musical Expression� [1] a collection of perfor-
mance rules, intended to model general principles used in human performances,
was presented. Since the dissertation the rules have been re�ned and more rules
added.

The rules have been developed and tested in Director Musices (DM), a pro-
gram developed at KTH. It can read scores in certain formats, play them back
with or without performance rules and produce statistics of the performance
compared to the nominal score.

Igor Engraver is a commercial program for composing and distributing mu-
sic. It has been developed by NoteHeads, a company based in Sweden. An
important feature in such a program is that the playback of a score sounds as
natural as possible. Igor already has an advanced playback routine. It could,
however, bene�t from being extended with the performance rules of DM. Both
Igor Engraver and DM will be more closely described in the background section.

DM and Igor Engraver di�er greatly in many aspects, both in program struc-
ture and the context in which the programs are used. For example, there are
di�erences in the internal representation of a piece and the level of abstraction
when working with a piece.

The purpose of this project is to make it possible to use the DM performance
rules in Igor Engraver. The ideal would be to have the DM-rules available as
a plugin that could be used as a compliment to Igor's own performance rules.
New rules could be downloaded, and there should also be the possibility for the
user to create new rules. When playing a piece one could choose which rules to
use. There should be prede�ned sets of rules for di�erent styles of music that
will play a piece in a certain way. Of course, everything should be controlled
from a nice GUI. Due to a limited time frame, the focus in this project has been
on the functionality and not so much on the interface.

There are about 30 rules in DM. However, some of them have overlapping
functionality and some are very similar in structure. Also, the complexity di�ers
greatly between di�erent rules. Implementing all of them is beyond the scope
for a Masters Thesis. Probably it would also consist largely of mechanical
implementation work to implement several rules of the same type. Therefore,
rules of varying type and complexity were chosen with the aim of building a
framework so that the implementation of the remaining rules (and new rules)
can be straightforward.

Six rules have been implemented in Igor. It may not seem as much, but it
does include the two most complex DM rules (Phrase Arch and Punctuation).
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The work to implement each of those is comparable to the work of implementing
several other rules.

2 Background
This and the remaining chapters will introduce quite a large amount of terms
and de�nitions. The last chapter contains a glossary, where explanations and
de�nitions of most terms can be found.

2.1 Research in music performance
2.1.1 The score
A score is a way for a composer to document his work so that others can read it
and play it. It should not be seen as a direct representation of the actual music,
since a performance would not correspond to the exact notation in the score.
Earlier we introduced the view of a performance as a transformation of the
score, a mapping from the score to the notes that are actually played. Mostly
one note in a score maps to one note in the performance, but this needn't be
the case. Some notes are tied together which can make several notes sound as
one, and some notes have attachments meaning they should be played as several
notes. A trill is an example of the latter (a trill is usually played as altering
fastly between two adjacent notes, but just notated with the letters �tr� or some
other sign above a note). It can be seen as a macro, since the symbols are just
a substitution for the notes that are to be played. However, the trill frequency
is not speci�ed, so the �expansion of the macro� is not all deterministic.

2.1.2 Expression in music
The scope of this report does not allow an extensive discussion of musical ex-
pression, so only a brief and incomplete (but for our purposes su�cient) view
of the topic will be given. We then give a de�nition that works in this context.

One could argue that two of the factors that creates the expression in a
performance is the composition itself and how the composition is performed.
For example, the composition can in�uence the expression by using scales or
melodies that are commonly associated to a certain mood. The musician can
also in�uence the expression by performing the piece in di�erent ways compared
to the exact notation. In most cases it would be possible to exactly notate such
a performance but the resulting score would probably be very hard to read, even
for trained musicians, and thus not practically usable. It could also be that the
intention of the composer is to leave some room for interpretation.

In this project we only deal with variations in performance. So, by �expres-
sion of a performance� is henceforth meant �the musician's contribution to the
expression of a performance�. We then de�ne the expression as the deviation
from a mathematically exact performance. With this de�nition an exact per-
formance have no expression, which in this context seems reasonable, since no
human would play it that way. However, generally speaking, all deviations from
the exact could not be said to be expressive.
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2.1.3 Parameters
There are several parameters in which a performance can deviate from the score.
Only those relevant to this project will be discussed more closely.

A way to illustrate a performance is to use �piano roll� notation, ie, a graph
in two dimensions with the pitch of the notes on the vertical axis and time on
the horisontal. A note is represented as a horisontal line. The thickness of the
line has no signi�cance, it was chosen to make reading easier. Figure 1 shows
two notes played with a small gap between them. The time at which the note
starts sounding is called the onset of the note. The sounding part of the note is
then called the duration. The interval between two note onsets will be referred
to as the IOI (InterOnset Interval) of the note.

Figure 1: Introduction of piano roll notation

Piano roll notation will be used extensively throughout this report. Vertical
lines will be added to simplify the reading. First we look at the notation of the
melody of the �rst two bars of a Mozart sonata, shown in �gure 2.

Figure 2: First two bars of top voice of Mozart's A-major sonata

If this was played exactly as notated the piano roll would look something
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like �gure 3. This is the strict mathematical interpretation of the piece. Below
we will show what happens with the performance when some parameters are
changed. The original strict performance is shown in the background and the
modi�ed performance is in the foreground.

Figure 3: A nominal performance of the score in �gure 2

Articulation Articulation means changing the length of the duration of the
notes with out changing the IOI. Figure 4 shows the piano roll where all dura-
tions have been shortened. All note onsets coincide with the nomimal piano roll,
but there is more space between the notes. One some instruments where more
than one note can be played simultaneously, eg, piano, an articulation variation
could also mean that there ís an overlap between adjacent notes.

Figure 4: Variations in articulation in a performance of the score in �gure 2

Timing Timing variations means that some notes are played at di�erent
times, eg, in jazz the onset of notes in some rhythmic positions are delayed,
but the overall tempo doesn't change.

Figure 5 shows the score in �gure 2 played with some timing varations. The
onset of the notes 2, 5,7 and 10 are moved. Notes 2 and 7 are played a little
earlier compared to the nominal roll, and notes 5 and 10 a little later.

Figure 5: Timing variations in a performance of the score in �gure 2
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Tempo Timing and tempo variations both change the onset of notes, but in
di�erent ways. The tempo maps note values to real time, and thus determines
how fast a piece is to be played. It it often measured as the number of quarter
notes (notes with note value 1

4 ) per minute.
Since no unit is given on the time axis, there is no point in showing the

piano roll of the notes in 2 played with a di�erent constant tempo. We could
just change the scale of the time axis to obtain the same thing. The tempo
could also vary continuously. However, the piano roll describing this does not
give a good picture of how the tempo changes. Therefore tempo changes will
be described by graphs.

The tempo is a relevant parameter mostly in classical music, where tempo
�uctuations can be huge, eg, up to 50% in one second. In jazz, for example, the
tempo most often is almost constant.

Dynamics Variations in dynamics means that notes are played with varying
sound level. Piano rolls do not contain information about dynamic variations,
so for that we can use a graph.

Other parameters On some instruments it is also possible to vary the fre-
quency of notes continuously in some ranges. The range where frequencies can
be varied is di�erent on di�erent instruments, eg, sliding up and down a vio-
lin string gives a greater tonal range than bending a guitar string. This kind
of variation is called intonation. Also, changing the frequency slightly up and
down at some rate can create a vibrato e�ect. However, we will in this project
not deal with intonation nor vibrato.

There are even more parameters with which the performance can be varied,
but they are also irrelevant for this project.

2.1.4 Research methods and research teams
The study of expressive music performance is an interdisciplinary research �eld.
Some results are of interest to psychologists, other to music scientists and ob-
taining the results often demands methods from computer science.

To analyse a performance it has to be recorded somehow. The ideal set of
data would be to have one data structure containing the score, another contain-
ing the performance (that is, detailed easy accessible data about every played
note) and a mapping between the two data structures, so the origin of each
played note is known. Translating a score to a data structure is quite trivial,
but this is not the case for the performance.

Of course there are millions of recordings of music but analysing a piece in
audio format is not a very easy task with today�s signal processing capabilities.
There are algorithms that can calculate tempo variance, and dynamics can be
measured as the variation of the overall loudness. Data about separate notes
are very hard to obtain.

Some acoustic instruments eqipped with modern technology (eg, a piano
that can record the pressing of each key) can record each note that is played
and store relevant information (when and how it was played) about it in a data
structure. With such a recording one has detailed information about each note
played in the performance. One still needs to create the mapping from the
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score to the performance. This is not necessarily a trivial task. Any perfor-
mance, even by professional artists is likely to contain erronous notes. Also, the
mapping between the score and the performance isn't always one-to-one, which
complicates �nding the origin of the notes in the performance. Of course there
aren't nearly as many recordings done on these instruments as normal audio
recordings. Especially not by the most famous performers whose artistry often
is a desired subject of research.

One can also go �the other way around�, to let the computer create a per-
formance and then evaluate the result (whether the computer generated perfor-
mance was musically acceptable or not). The performance is created using some
hypothesis and then tried before a listening audience. The process is iterative
so the hypothesis can be gradually improved. The results of this method greatly
depends on the accuracy of the hypothesis as well as the skill of the listeners.
This method is sometimes referred to as �Analysis-by-synthesis�.

Some of the interesting questions in this research that are relevant for this
project are:

1. Are there general principles that are (conciously or unconciously) used in
human performances when interpreting a score?

2. Is it possible to characterize in a formal way how the expression di�ers
between artists?

3. Can a piece be performed in such ways so that the performances can
communicate di�erent emotions, and if so, is it possible to quantify these
emotional expressions so that they are generally applicable?

4. Some styles of music have more or less unwritten rules about how the
music should be played (eg, the timing in jazz). Can these be quanti�ed?

There are a number of research groups working in this �eld. Some of them
will be mentioned here together with some of their projects. The scope of this
project does not allow a more extensive description.

The research in music performance at the Austrian Research Institute for
Arti�cial Intelligence (ÖFAI) mostly is done on solo piano performances by pro-
fessional artists. Some of the data come from audio recordings, but they also
have a number of performances recorded on a special grand piano (Bösendorfer
SE290). This particular piano can record every action made by the performer
and stores this in a data structure. It can also reproduce a performance me-
chanically on the piano with high accuracy. The performances are analysed
using di�erent data mining and machine learning algorithms to �nd models of
musical expression.

The department of psychology at Uppsala University, Sweden, has conducted
experiments to investigate if a piece, performed in di�erent ways can communi-
cate di�erent emotions to the audience. And if so, what parameters characterize
the di�erent emotional expressions. The focus have been on the so called basic
emotions, ie anger, sadness, happiness and fear (and sometimes also tenderness
and solemnity).

The Music Acoustics group at the Department of Speech, Music and Hear-
ing at Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden, conducts re-
search about music instruments, the human singing voice and music perfor-
mance. Mostly by using �Analysis-by-synthesis� they search for performance
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rules that model general princples used in real performances. Expert musicians
have participated in formulating hypotheses and in listening evaluation.

2.1.5 Relevant results
For this project the most important result is the development of a rule system
for music performance by the KTH team. An outcome of this research was the
thesis �A Quantitative Rule System For Musical Expression� [1], which presented
a collection of performance rules. The e�ect of a rule can be varied by changing
some parameters. Several rules can be combined to work together. Since the
dissertation some rules have been re�ned and more rules have been added. To
mention one, there is a rule for the timing in jazz music, based on measurements
from real jazz recordings. The rule system will be more fully described below.

The KTH team has also worked on �nding combinations of performance
rules so that when applied to a score, the performance would express a certain
emotion. The rules and parameters used was based on the results from the
experiments in Uppsala mentioned above. The rule combinations for the di�er-
ent emotions were applied to two di�erent pieces. In most cases the emotions
were perceived correctly. A problem in these situations can be that the general
character of a composition might con�ict with the emotional expression it is to
be played with.

2.2 MIDI
MIDI is a term which is often used (and misused) when talking about electronic
instruments (primarily keyboards). The content of this report could be better
understood with a little knowledge what MIDI is.

MIDI is an abbreviation for Musical Instrument Digital Interface. It's a
speci�cation for a communications protocol between digital music instruments,
specifying both the structure of the messages that are used and the way they
should be transmitted electrically.

It was developed in the early eighties. The original idea was to be able to
control several digital instruments from one master device, eg, if one would like
combine the sounds (a sound in a synthesizer are often referred to as a patch) of
two di�erent synthesizers but only have to play one of them. The set of messages
used in the protocol has expanded during the years as well as the domains of
use. Today most computers have some kind of MIDI capabilities.

A MIDI controller (eg, a MIDI keyboard) controls other devices by sending
them messages (messages are sometimes referred to as events). There are di�er-
ent kinds of messages. Some describe an action on an instrument, such as a key
being pressed or released and others may carry a request of, eg, a patch change.
Some messages don't concern the performance, but have other information to
be sent to the receiver device. Most messages have the size of two or three bytes,
but some can be much bigger.

A MIDI performance consists of a set of messages sent at di�erent times.
The performance can be recorded and stored in a �le. Each message is then
assigned a time stamp, so that when the �le is read it can be sent at the proper
time, and thus reproduce the performance. A device that can record and play
back MIDI performances is called a sequencer (could be a built-in facility in
a synthesizer or a software program in a computer). Often a sequencer also
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o�ers the possibility to edit the recording. Of course there are some limitations
to MIDI recordings. It is a serial data protocol, ie messages are sent one bit
at a time. This means that no two events are completely simultaneous (the
shortest possible time between two messages is 0.6 ms). In most cases the
di�erence is negligible though. The advantage of a MIDI recording is that it
contains information about every action and each note played on the instrument.
However, he quality of the playback depends greatly on what kind synthesizer
it is played with.

Normally a synthesizer has a set of patches, each with a number identifying
the patch within the synthesizer. If a patch change message is sent to the
synthesizer, the message will contain a number and the synthesizer will change
the current patch to the one with the number in the message. In the early
days of MIDI this could pose a problem, as there were no standard between
manufacturers on what numbers should be assigned to what patches. It could
be that what was played with a piano sound on one synthesizer was played
with a trumpet sound on another. For this reason General MIDI (GM) was
introduced. GM consists of a set of 128 patches, where each number has a well
de�ned meaning, eg, patch 1 is always the sound of an acoustic piano and patch
67 is always a tenor saxophone.

2.3 Director Musices
When developing their rule system, the KTH team mostly has used the method
�Analysis-by-synthesis�. This method requires some way of creating perfor-
mances according to the hypothesis that is being tested. For this reason the
team has developed �Director Musices� (DM), a non-commercial program writ-
ten in Lisp.

Given an input score, DM is capable of creating performances applying arbi-
trarily chosen rules. Several rules can be applied at the same time. A collection
of rules is called a rule palette. It can also produce statistics (graphs) about a
performance by comparing it to a performance played exactly as notated.

Compared to most commercial notation programs, DM works at a very low
level of abstraction. The format of an input score could either be a MIDI �le
or a �le in a special DM-format. The latter format is text based and contains
elementary notation, and can be extended with additional information about the
score, eg, phrase structure or harmony. For the application of some rules, such
information is necessary. To make the result as good as possible the input MIDI
�le score should be as close to the exact notation in the score as possible. There
is also a special format that combines notation with a speci�c performance.

Each note has a set of performance variables (eg, duration, sound level etc)
that determines how that note is to be played. When a performance is created
the whole score is processed, changing the proper performance variables in the
notes according to the rules that are applied. Changes of a performance variable
is mostly additive so if two rules want to make the same change the resulting
e�ect is double. It could also be that they cancel out each other. However,
some rules are constructed not to trigger on the same notes. The order in which
the rules are applied matter in some cases but not all. Some rules work well
together and some do not.

The performances created by DM are one-to-one mappings of the score, ie,
each note in the score corresponds to one note in the performance.
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A rule is de�ned with a Lisp function. Applying a rule basically means
�nding the notes that are a�ected and then change the performance variables
in those notes. To do this there are some constructions that steps through the
piece in di�erent ways. Some of them use conditions while others do not, eg,
the construction EACH-NOTE-IF steps through all notes that satisfy some con-
dition, EACH-NOTE steps through all unconditionally. All rules have a quantity
parameter k, which controls the general e�ect of the rule. A rule can also have
other parameters that provides more control of its behavior.

For example, the rule DURATION-CONTRAST is intended to model a perfor-
mance principle that short notes are often played shorter than exactly notated
and long notes are played longer. The principle has been observed in real record-
ings. By shorter here is meant that the IOI (Inter Onset Interval, the time
between the onset of two notes) is changed, which means that the tempo might
change. If the piece is monophonic, applying the rule is quite trivial. All notes
are stepped through. The IOI is checked and possibly changed, if the note was
considered short or long. If the piece is polyphonic, some di�culties arise. Since
the rule changes the tempo, di�erent voices might go out of sync if the rule is
applied to each voice separately. To solve this a new voice, called �synchroniza-
tion voice�, is extracted from the score. For the exact procedure of how this is
done, see [14]. The rule then applied to this synchronization voice, and all other
voices in the score play in synchrony with this voice.

With the k parameter one can control the changes in IOI. There is also an
additional parameter amp, with which one also can make short notes softer (in
terms of sound level).

2.4 Igor Engraver
Igor Engraver is a commercial program for music notation. It is developed by
Noteheads Musical Expert Systems AB which was founded in 1996 by composer
and software developer Peter Bengtsson. The company was founded and is still
based in Sweden. The programming language used in Igor is Common Lisp.

In the development of Igor, the design philosophy has been that it should be
a usable tool for users of all levels, from the hobbyist to the professional, and for
di�erent categories of users, such as musicians, composers or publishers. Igor is
also designed to support di�erent kinds of notation, eg, for orchestral music, jazz
pieces or tablature for guitar notes. The intended use is not only for producing
music scores, it is also possible to write, for example, educational material. The
ambition is that working with Igor should be as natural as possible, so e�orts
has been made to make both the graphical and audio output as close to reality
as possible.

To create a piece one starts by choosing musicians, which are the basic
units in a score. An Igor musician as an abstraction for a real musician. The
musician can play zero or more instruments (although no more than one at the
same time). Notes are entered in a layout, ie, a view of the score containing the
notes of one or more musicians. One musician can appear in several layouts and
changes made in in one layout are automatically propagated to other a�ected
layouts (this may seem like an obvious feature but not all notation program
support this). Note input can be done in di�erent ways. One can write them
in a way similar to writing a text document in a text editor, either through the
computer keyboard or a MIDI instrument. It is also possible to record notes in
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real time from a MIDI instrument.
An important feature in a notation program is the playback function, so the

user can hear what the piece he is working on actually sounds like. Igor has an
advanced playback function based on the philosophy WYSIWYH (What You
See Is What You Hear). The factors that mainly in�uence the playback are:

• The information that is explicitly notated (ie the actual notes but also
information concerning tempo changes, dynamics, articulation and so on).

• Instrument characteristics (eg trills and glissandos sound di�erent on dif-
ferent instruments)

• Human factors (eg the speed of trill is initially lower than in the end, piano
chords are sometimes rolled because they would be too big to be played
with human hands)

• Randomness (eg imperfect intonation and timing)

When a piece is played back, the score, represented in some internal format,
needs to be translated to MIDI events. Because of the high level of abstrac-
tion, the transformation from the internal representation to MIDI events are
quite complicated. As mentioned earlier, when using MIDI, the quality of the
playback also greatly depends on the synthesizer that is used.

There is some overlap in the performance rules of Igor and DM. In many
aspects, though, they compliment each other very well. So, if the two systems
could be combined the result would be a very powerful playback tool for musical
scores.

3 Implementation methods
When a piece is played back in Igor, it is translated from the internal represen-
tation to MIDI events that can be played by a synthesizer. This process is quite
complicated and involves several steps and intermediate data structures. If per-
formance rules other than Igor's own are to be used, they have to be applied
somewhere in this process. To incorporate the DM-rules with Igor the following
methods has been considered.

3.1 Applying the rule systems in a serial fashion
Applying the rule systems in a serial fashion is probably the simplest method but
also has its limitations. We let Igor produce a MIDI �le which is used as input
to DM. All of Igor's performance rules are thus applied before DM. If Igor's
performance rules are used, the MIDI �le that Igor creates may di�er quite a
lot from the exact notation in the score. As mentioned earlier, DM produces
better results the closer the input �le is to the score. So, for an optimal result
for the DM-rules we would not be able to use Igor's rule system. Also, in the
playback of Igor all notes are not translated to MIDI events at once. It is done
continuously during playback. If the rule systems were applied serially we would
lose that possibility as DM needs the whole piece as input.
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3.2 A �Virtual DM-machine�
In DM, a rule is a Lisp function that typically consists of using some of the
constructions EACH-NOTE, EACH-NOTE-IF etc for �nding the notes to change and
some manipulation of the performance variables in the notes. By a �Virtual
DM-machine� we mean something that could translate this code so it would
work in Igor. That is, to create constructions that could step through a piece in
Igor's internal structure, and the manipulation of performance variables would
be translated to a�ect the corresponding parameters in Igor.

If this could be done we would be able to import the code for the DM-rules
directly, without having to rewrite any separate rule. One still would have to
�nd an appropriate place in Igor's translation process where this functionality
should be applied, and also �gure out how the rule systems would work together.

Since the level of abstraction di�ers so greatly between the two programs,
building a �Virtual DM-machine� would be very complicated and perhaps not
even meaningful to do. There would be a lot of capabilities in Igor that would
not be used that could optimize the implementation of some rules. Also, the
DM-rules (at least as implemented in DM and that is how we were to import
them) expects a whole piece as input, so we would lose Igor's ability to �ush
MIDI events �on the �y�.

3.3 Rewriting the rules
The implementation of the rules in DM is of course made to �t DM and its
capabilities in terms of piece representation and playback. We could try to
adapt the rule system to Igor's features and capabilities. The functionality
should of course be the same, though maybe implemented in another way. This
way we can apply rules at di�erent positions in the playback process depending
on the needs of each rule, and also maintain Igor's playback �on the �y�. Each
rule would have to be examined and implemented separately and no code could
be imported from DM. However, rewriting the rules o�ers the best possibility
to use the most of Igor's potential and to combine the two rule systems, but the
most work when it comes to implementing separate rules. Also, it means that
the rules are applied to the actual notation, so the most information as possible
is available.

4 Rewriting the DM rules
The decision was made to implement the rules in Igor by rewriting them. The
choice was made because it o�ered the best possibility to optimize the results.
Information about the rules was obtained both from the DM implementation
and from articles about the rules published by the KTH team. Sometimes the
implementation in Igor became very similar to DM, and sometimes not. We
will try to present the rules in a way that is comprehensible without speci�c
knowledge about DM and Igor.

There are several ways of describing how a rule works. Perhaps the most
straightforward way is to write it in words as a text. At the other extreme we
could look only at the implementation itself, as all information about the rule
have to be there if the implementation is complete. For simple rules, both these
alternatives could work su�ciently well. For more complex rules, however, some
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kind of mathematical formalism is desirable to make the description compact
but yet understandable. If such a formalism would already exist, using it could
make the work more easily understandable to a greater audience.

In the development of the rule system most rules have been presented and
discussed in articles, containing both text and formulae. In the formulae the
rules are described mostly by how the performance variables are changed in DM.
This doesn't all �t the Igor system that have somewhat di�erent performance
variables, eg, no performance variable that represents the IOI corresponding to
variable dr in DM. Also, the handling of tempos are quite di�erent in the two
programs. We would like a model that is closer to how the Igor implementation
works.

Mazzola has presented a mathematical formalism for music composition,
analysis, representation and performance [13]. It seems to match our needs for
rule description. However, it makes use of mathematics on a quite high level
(higher than the current level of mathematical knowledge of the author of this
report), and is very extensive. So, even though it is quite widely used, the e�ort
of learning and using it would be beyond the scope of this project.

Since no suitable formalism exists we will present one customized for our
needs.

4.1 De�nitions
To understand how the rules work we need to have a basic understanding of how
a score is transformed to a performance, and what kind of objects and functions
are involved in the process. Below follows some important de�nitions.

4.1.1 Objects and functions
duration By duration or real duration is meant a real time interval. Score

duration or nominal duration refers to the notated relative duration of
notation elements, eg, in musical terms, the note value of a note.

position A unique position in a score. A position can be represented in many
ways, eg, by a measure number and the rhythmic position within that
measure.

notation object We de�ne a notation object to be either a note, a rest or
a chord. A notation object is thus an element of a score. All notation
objects has two common properties, a position and a nominal duration. A
chord is several notes at the same position with the same duration. Notes
also have another property pitch, ie, the frequency of the note.

layer Notation objects are ordered in sequences that will be referred to as layers
or sometimes voices. This means that to each notation object in a layer
we can assign a unique index. Indices refering to the position in a layer
will be put in the upper right corner, eg, on.

grain The smallest rhythmic unit in MIDI terms, also often referred to as �tick�.
A grain is a rational part of the duration of a quarter note. A frequently
used divisor is 480, meaning that 1 grain is 1

480 of a quarter note.
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tempo A tempo de�nes the relation between note values and real time. In
Igor a tempo is represented as µs/grain. This is the inverse of how a
tempo is usually de�ned. As mentioned earlier, a tempo is usually given
as the number of quarter notes per minute (often referred to bpm, beats
per minute). A closer description of Igor's representation and handling of
tempos can be found below.

tempo function A tempo function is a function T : POS → TEMPO that for
a score position gives the tempo in that position.

score A score is an object that contains all information a musician needs to
play a piece. It contains a collection of layers which contain the notation
objects (and other notation elements). It also contains information of how
the tempo is notated. From that we can extract a tempo function, giving
the tempo in each position of the score.

tempo changing function A tempo changing function is a functionC : POS →
R which for a given position returns a percentual change of the tempo.

composite tempo function Given a tempo function T and a set of tempo
changing functions F , we then call the function

λp.(T (p) · (1 +
∑

f∈F

f(p))) : POS → TEMPO

a composite tempo function with basic tempo function T and tempo
changing functions F . A composite tempo function changes the value
of a tempo function in each position by some percentage. From the type
we see that it is a tempo function itself and can thus be used as the basic
tempo function to another composite tempo function. A motivation for
using composite tempo functions can be found below.

performance object A performance object is an object that corresponds to
a played tone, ie, a MIDI note-on event in our case. Its properties are re-
ferred to as performance variables. The properties that will be interesting
for us is start (at what time the tone starts sounding), duration (how long
the tone actually sounds) and sound level (the loudness of the note).

performance A performance of a piece is a collection of performance objects.

deadpan performance A deadpan performance is a performance based on
the exact mathematical interpretation of the score
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Figure 6: View of the object structure in the score and the performance

4.1.2 Object property notation
Properties of objects will be notated with an index in the bottom right corner.
For example, a note has a property position. For note n its position will be
notated npos. The property sound level of performance objectp will be notated
psl. A summary of the basic objects objects and their properties can be found
in table 1.

4.1.3 Rule notation
When referring to a rule as a general performance principle the name will
be written as Rule Name, an implementation of a rule will be referred to as
RULE-NAME.

Parameters of a rule will be denoted in the same way as properties of objects,
ie, with an index. Thus rq denotes the quant parameter of rule r. A set of rules
will be denoted R (usually the set of rules currently applied to a piece).

4.1.4 Object and symbol summary
Below is a summary of the basic objects in our model, what symbols are used
to represent them, what their type is called and what properties they have and
how they are denoted. For the rule object the only property that is listed is
the quant parameter that is common to all rules. Other rule parameters will
mentioned were relevant.
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Object Symbol Type Properties
notation object o NOTOBJ position pos

score duration d
note n NOTE position pos,

score duration d
pitch p

score s SCORE
rule r RULE quant q
layer l LAYER
tempo function T POS → TEMPO
performance object p PERF start s

duration d
sound level sl

Table 1: Summary of objects and their properties and notation

4.1.5 Bracket notation
Let f1 and f2 be two functions, and let f2 be the return value from the function
call f1(x), ie, f1(x) = λx.f2(x). Then f2(y) and [f1(x)](y) denotes the same
thing. The reason for this is to simplify notation of higher-order functions.

For example, let f : A → (B → C) and x ∈ A. Then [f(x)] : B → C and if
y ∈ B then [f(x)](y) ∈ C.

4.2 Conventions
4.2.1 Changes in performance variables are additive
In DM most changes in performance variables are additive. This means that if
two rules are acting on the same performance variable the resulting change will
be the sum of the changes of the two rules. There are exceptions to this in DM,
ie, situations where two changes are not additive. Some rules are implemented
not to trigger on the same notes. These exceptions have for now been ignored
in the Igor implementation, partly due to lack of documentation of these cases
and partly for the sake of simplicity. In most cases it works su�ciently well.
The additive property is more closely described below.

4.2.2 Order of rule application
In the DM implementation, the e�ect of some rules is dependent on the e�ects
of other rules that are applied at the same time. This means that there should
be some kind of topological sorting to determine in which order the rules should
be applied. In this project, a design choice was made that the order in which the
rules are applied should not matter. The main reason for this is that since in the
Igor implemetation the rules are applied at di�erent locations in the playback
process it is harder to determine order between rules. To ensure that the order
of the rules does not matter it is necessary that all rules do their calculations
on the same data.
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4.3 Igor features
By rewriting the rules we can make use of features in Igor that are not avaliable
in DM. However, the e�ect of the rules should not change.

4.3.1 Applying rules �on the �y�
In DM the rules are applied to the whole piece and the entire performance is
created before playback starts. Igor �ushes MIDI events continuously during
playback and it would be desirable if it could still work with DM rule applica-
tion. It is feasible to do so to some extent but as we shall see there are some
limitations.

In DM when a rule is applied the notes are somehow stepped through and
changes are made in di�erent performance variables. In some rules (in the
DM implementation) changes are made to notes other than the current note
in the iteration, eg, the next, previous or even more distant notes. In our Igor
implementation we get the notes one by one as they are �ushed. The changes
are made at a stage where the Igor notation has been translated to objects of
a data structure that only exist during playback. When a note is processed it
is sent further down the playback pipeline. We thus can not change values in
previous notes, these will already be scheduled for MIDI output. Also, since
one measure is �ushed at a time, following notes will not always be available for
change. We always have access to the whole score in the notation but no changes
in playback can be done there. This problem was solved by reformulating the
rules so that the only note that is changed in the iteration is the current.

Changing of performance variables sound level, timing and articulation can
all be done on the �y. Tempo changes, however, must be done before playback
starts. Some rules also need some other kind of preprocessing.

4.3.2 Using global tempo changes
Some rules change the global tempo of the piece. In DM the tempo is changed by
changing the IOI of separate notes. When rules that change the global tempo of
a piece is applied to polyphonic pieces a special synchronization voice is created
using information from all voices. The rule is then �rst applied to the sync voice
and the other voices are changed to follow. For a closer description of this, see
[14].

In Igor, however, we can �nd ways of achieving global tempo changes without
having to change performance variables of all notes. Igor has an advanced
mechanism for changing the tempo during playback. It can vary continuously
according to almost any type of function. If we could make the tempo vary
according to the lead voice we would automatically get all voices synchronized
with the lead. To implement this we need to answer some important questions.

1. What is the relation between changing the IOI in DM and changing the
tempo in Igor?

2. If several rules wants to change the tempo at the same time, how should
they be combined?

3. In Igor, the tempo for the whole piece is read before playback starts. Will
that cause any problems?
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The tempo of a piece without any DM rule application will be referred to as
the basic tempo. As mentioned earlier, a tempo in Igor is represented in the
unit µs/grain. Let's denote tempo as T , the real duration in µs as D, the basic
duration of the note as b and the change of the real duration as4t. A change
in IOI in DM would then look like

Dnew = Dold +4t

which could easily be rewritten as a percentual change of the old value

Dnew = Dold

(
1 +

4t

Dold

)

If the tempo is constant, the relation between b and D can be described as
D = cbT , where c is some constant for converting from rhythmic units to grain.
The percentual change in IOI could then be written as

Dnew

Dold
=

cbTnew

cbTold
=

Tnew

Told

so
Tnew =

Dnew

Dold
Told

We see that a percentual change of the IOI corresponds to the same percentual
change of the tempo, so if a note's IOI is to be changed instead we change the
tempo during the duration of the note with the same percentual amount and
the e�ect will be the same.

It could be that several rules want to change the IOI at the same time. As
mentioned before, changes in performance variables are additive so the sum of
all changes will be added to the IOI.

Dnew = Dold +
∑

i

4ri

= Dold

(
1 +

∑

i

4ri

Dold

)

So the percentual changes are added and �nally applied to the basic tempo.
This is the reason for using composite tempo functions.

These calculations apply where the IOI of single notes is changed. Some rules
change tempo in a more continuous manner, according to di�erent functions. In
those cases we just need to de�ne starting and end points for the tempo change,
specify the tempo curve that is to be used and Igor will do the rest of the work
for us.

Since the tempo is computed before playback starts, tempo changes cannot
be done on the �y. The rules that use tempo changes must thus be applied at
a di�erent position in the code.

4.3.3 Special musicians and special layers
As mentioned earlier, a piece in Igor Engraver contains a collection of objects
representing musicians. A musician object contains the notes of one musician
in the orchestra.
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Some rules need additional information other than the score and parameters.
It can be the lead melody, phrase structure or harmonic analyses. In these rules
a separate musician object is used for these purposes. If the special musician
object is not there the rule either does nothing or appiles some kind of default
setting.

One advantage with this is for example that one can make the lead melody
independent of voice or instrument, eg, it can start being played on one instru-
ment and later played by another. In the current implementation, it also allows
for greater freedom in what rhythmic positions to put markings, eg, phrase
marks. These marks are stored as attachments to notation objects (pauses or
notes mostly), and with a special musician object one can put a notation object
at any rhythmic position without interfering with the score. Special musician
objects will henceforth be referred to as special musicians.

In all special musicians more than one layer is never used. A special musician
can therefore be simpli�ed to a special layer. Special layers will be denotedls.

4.4 Creating a deadpan performance
We de�ned the expression of a performance as the deviation from a deadpan
performance. In DM an expressive performance is created by modifying a dead-
pan performance. In Igor we do it in a similar way, however, it gets a little
more complicated mostly due to the handling of tempos. It is useful to have an
idea of how a deadpan performance is created so we will here give a somewhat
simpli�ed model.

We will make the assumption that all notes will be translated to exactly
one performance object, ie, that there are no trills or repeat marks, and no ties
between notes. This assumption is not a major limitation as everything that
can be done with these notation elements can also be done without them.

Assume we have a score s consisting of layers of notation objects, possibly
with dynamics and tempo markings. First a basic tempo function is extracted
from the score, ie, a function describing how the tempo changes throughout the
piece given only the notated information speci�cally concerning tempo (we will
later make tempo changes based on other information). If only one tempo is
given at the beginning of the piece the tempo function is constant. However,
tempo changes could be notated, eg, in a ritardando or simply by writing a new
tempo. Then let T be the basic tempo function of s. We then want to create one
performance object from each note in the score (remembering our assumption
that each note is translated to exactly one performance object). We can model
it with the function

Translate : NOTE× SCORE× (POS → TEMPO) → PERF

that translates one note form a score with a tempo function to a performance
object.

We step through the notation objects in each layer in the score. Letn be
the current notation object. If n is a rest we do nothing. If it is a note then let
p ∈ PERF and

Translate(n, s, T ) = p
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where

ps ←
npos∫

0

T (x)dx

pd ←
npos+nd∫

npos

T (x)dx

psl ← Dyn(npos, s)

where Dyn is a function that returns the notated dynamics for a certain position
in a score (similar to the basic tempo function). The reason why we only mention
the Dyn function this brie�y is that we will not be using and manipulating it
as we do with the tempo function.

If the notation object is a chord we iterate through the notes in the chord
creating one performance object for each note.

4.5 Di�erent categories of rules
The rules have been divided into three categories, depending on where they
are applied in the playback process. A rule might have to be applied at more
than one place, and can thus belong to more than one category. The di�erent
categories are described below.

4.5.1 Tempo changing rules
As mentioned earlier, the tempo in an Igor playback session is computed be-
fore the playback starts. Rules that change the tempo must thus be applied
accordingly. The basic tempo is calculated before the tempo changing rules are
applied as some rules need it in the computations. Each rule in this category
that is applied produces a tempo changing function that describes the e�ect.
The tempo changing functions from all tempo changing rules are then combined
with the basic tempo into a composite tempo function that is used as input to
the Translate function.

Assume we are working with a score s, using performance rules R and basic
tempo function T. Furthermore, let

Tempo : SCORE× (POS → TEMPO)× RULE → (POS → R)

be the function that describes the e�ect of one rule. The input arguments are
the score, the basic tempo function and the rule, and the return value is a tempo
changing function. We then iterate throughR, the set of rules that is currently
being applied, collecting the e�ect of each rule. Let

F =
⋃

r∈R

Tempo(s, T, r)

Thus, F is a set of tempo changing functions. Using F , the tempo function is
then changed to a composite tempo function

T ← λp.(T (p) · (1 +
∑

f∈F

f(p)))
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This tempo function is then used as input to the Translate function where
separate notes are translated to performance objects.

Example Rule r decreases the tempo linearly throughout the score. In the
end the tempo is 20 percent slower. Let the end position in the score be given
by sendpos. The e�ect of the rule is then described as

Tempo(s, T, r) = λx.0.2rq · x

sendpos

Note that an decrease of the tempo means a positive change value (similar to
changing the IOI) because of how a tempo is represented in Igor. Also note that
Tempo(s, T, r) returns a tempo changing function written with lambda notation
(so the variable in that function is in this case isx).

4.5.2 Locally changing rules
Igor's playback process consists of a number of di�erent steps of translating the
score to intermediate data structures and �nally to MIDI events. We shall look
closer on the representation of the notes at the stage before MIDI events. At
this stage both low level and high level information is available. We also have
information about the origin in the notation and we can iterate through the
score to get the context of the note. The basic tempo is also available. Here we
have chosen to apply the changes in sound level, articulation and timing.

In our simpli�ed model we will modify the output of theTranslate function.
Assume we are working with a score s, using rules R, basic tempo function Tb

and Translate(n, T, s) = p. To describe the e�ect of a rule we then de�ne a
function

Localx : NOTOBJ× (POS → TEMPO)× SCORE× RULE → R

that returns a change in the performance variablex. The rules are then applied
by changing the performance variables in p as follows

pd ← pd +
∑

r∈R

Locald(n, Tb, s, r)

ps ← ps +
∑

r∈R

Locals(n, Tb, s, r)

psl ← psl + h(
∑

r∈R

Localsl(n, Tb, s, r))

where h is a function that transforms sound level values in dB to MIDI velocity.
For convenience we can write

p ← p⊕
∑

r∈R

Local(n, Tb, s, r)

where the ⊕ should be interpreted as summing several performance variables
simultaneously. Note that it is the basic tempo function that is given as argu-
ment, and that the performance object that is be changed is not involved in the
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computations. The reason for this is the design choice that the order of rule
application should not matter. Otherwise the e�ect of tempo changing rules
could in�uence the e�ect of the locally changing rules.

Thus, to describe the e�ects of locally changing rules we give the func-
tions Locald, Locals and Localsl. If a function doesn't make any change, ie, if
Localx = 0, it is omitted.

At this level the changes are made on the �y, ie, continuously during play-
back. In some way it corresponds to the EACH-NOTE construction in DM, as all
notes will be stepped through as they are �ushed.

Example Let r be a rule that changes the sound level of notes depending on
the di�erence in pitch from some reference pitch given as a parameter to the
rule. We denote the reference pitch parameter as rp. For example, if np (the
pitch of the note) is 5 semitones higher than rp(the reference pitch), the sound
level is increased by 5 dB. The e�ect is also scaled with the quant parameter.
If np < rp then the sound level is decreased in the same manner. The e�ect of
this rule would then be described as

Localsl(n, T, s, r) = rq(np − rp)

So, this rule has two parameters: Thequant parameter that controls the general
e�ect (that all rules have), and also the reference pitch parameter, to which
the pitch of all notes are compared. In some way, this can be seen as a version
of High Loud.

4.5.3 Preprocessing rules
Some rules need some information about the piece, eg, average values of pitches
or durations, that isn't directly accessible but need to be calculated in advance.
Such rules are called preprocessing rules. In the rules where preprocessing is
used, the result of the calculations in that step will be presented separately. The
information that is available in the preprocessing step is the score and the basic
tempo.

5 Formalisation of the rules
About 30 rules have been implemented in DM. Some of them have overlapping
functionality, or works in a similar way. In this project the aim has not been to
implement all of the rules, but to choose some typical and important rules to
�nd a system so that further implementation can be quite straight-forward. In
the implementation work, both the source code from DM and published articles
from the KTH team has been used. Sometimes misprints in or misunderstand-
ings of articles have led to some di�culties. Mostly it was solved by personal
communication with the KTH team.

The names of the rules come from DM. The rules High Loud, Double Dura-
tion and Duration Contrast represent small simple principles applied in a local
context of one or two notes. The rule Ensemble Swing is a rule that models
the timing in jazz, applied to an ensemble. Phrase Arch and Punctuation are
more complex rules regarding the note context reqiured and also the complexity
of the calculations. They both, in di�erent ways, divide a piece into smaller
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melodic units. Some other very simple rules have also been implemented, such
as changing the tempo or sound level of the whole piece. These do not need
special attention.

All constants in the formalisations of the rules come from the DM imple-
mentation and originate from research results.

5.1 Basic functions
In the description of the rules some functions will be used in several times. They
will be presented here. Let

Dur : NOTOBJ× (POS → TEMPO) → R

be the function that calculates the real time duration of a duration given a
certain tempo function

Dur(n, T ) =

npos+nd∫

npos

T (x)dx

We also de�ne a function

Obj(l, p) = n, n ∈ l, npos ≤ p < npos + nd

Obj : LAYER× POS → NOTOBJ.

ie, a function that returns the notation object at a certain position in a layer.
Positions of the notation objects in a layer can not overlap, so there can be at
most one object at one position. Since a notation object belongs to exactly one
layer we can also de�ne the function

Lay(o, s) = l, l ∈ LAYER, o ∈ l, l ∈ s

Lay : NOTOBJ× SCORE → LAYER

that returns the layer in the score in which a notation object is contained.

5.2 Rule descriptions
5.2.1 Rule High Loud
For the original description of the rule, see [1]. The rule High Loud models
a principle that higher notes are often played louder. With respect to some
reference note, it changes the default sound level of the notes. For monophonic
pieces it is quite trivial. For polyphonic pieces there has to be di�erent reference
notes for di�erent voices, or the di�erence in sound level between some voices,
eg, a soprano voice and a bass voice, will be too large. The reference note is
then calculated as the mean value of all notes in a voice. This is done in the
preprocessing stage of the playback.
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Implementation notes In the Igor implementation of the rule High Loud
all voices have a separate reference note, calculated as the mean value of the
notes in the voice. A problem is how to de�ne a voice. We have used layers as
voices. This works �ne as long as the layers keep their relative position, ie, a
voice starting as the topmost voice should stay the topmost voice, but Igor does
not have any restrictions regarding this (nor should there be).

In DM the rule does not have a sound level compensating function of its
own. Instead a global normalisation function is used on all rules a�ecting sound
level. This can lead to some di�erences in the results but the general e�ect is
the same.

Formally The preprocessing step calculates the mean value of pitches of the
notes in all layers. We model it by de�ning

Mean(l) =
1
|l|

∑

o∈l

op

Mean : LAYER → R

ie, a function that returns the mean value of all pitches of notes in the layer
given as input. The e�ect of the rule is then

Localsl(n, T, s, r) = crq(np −Mean(Lay(n, s)))

where c is an implementation speci�c constant. The e�ect is thus larger the
more the pitch deviates from the mean value of pitches in the layer.

5.2.2 Rule Double Duration
For the original description of the rule, see [1].

If two consecutive notes in a score have a duration ratio of 2:1, ie, the
duration of the �rst note is double the duration of the second, they are usually
played with a duration ratio less than 2:1. The double duration rule indenti�es
such sets of notes and changes the timing of them. The changes are made to two
notes at a time, and the changes compensate each other, so the overall tempo
is note changed. An example of a situation where this applies is the �rst bars
of Mozarts A major sonata, shown in �gure 2. The fourth and �fth note has a
duration ratio of 2:1, as well as the ninth and tenth. Thus, those notes will be
changed. Figure 7 shows how the piano roll would look like.

Figure 7: Piano roll of top voice of �rst two bars of Mozart sonata, applying
DOUBLE-DURATION, k=2
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Implementation notes The rule Double Duration was not fully implemented,
to some extent due to lack of documentation. The code that was used as a de-
scription of the rule did not contain some information that was later retrieved.

A consequence of this is that in the Igor implementation notes are only
compared to other notes in the same layer. It could happen that the rule wants
to change two notes in di�erent layers di�erently, eg, if one is not changed at
all and the other is. If this occurs nothing should happen, but in the current
implementation it does.

Formally Let n be the i:th element of its layer. We then write ni instead of
n. Also, let c be some implementation speci�c constant. We then de�ne

p(n) = ni, ni+1, ni+2 /∈ REST ∧ ni
d = 2ni+1

d ∧ ni+1
d < ni+2

d

p : NOTOBJ → BOOL

ie, a predicate de�ning the context where the rule should have e�ect. Then

Locald(n, T, s, r) =





crqDur(n, T ) if p(ni)
−crqDur(n, T ) if p(ni−1)
0 otherwise

Locals(n, T, s, r) =
{

crqDur(n, T ) if p(ni−1)
0 otherwise

5.2.3 Rule Duration Contrast
For the original description of the rule, see [1].

Another observation made in performances is that short notes are often
played with even shorter duration that notated and long notes are played longer.
What is long and short must then be de�ned in some way. Contrary to the Dou-
ble Duration rule, this rule has no �compensation mechanism� for the changes in
timing. Thus, the tempo of the piece might change continuously thoughout the
playback of the piece. If Duration Contrast was applied to the Mozart sonata
the the piano roll could look like �gure 8. This is the same result as DM would
have produced if the rule was applied only to the top voice. For the polyphonic
version there might be di�erences since the sychronization voice in DM is ex-
tracted from all voices, not just the top voice. The tempo changes are shown in
�gure 9.

Figure 8: Piano roll of top voice of �rst two bars of Mozart sonata, applying
DURATION-CONTRAST, k=5
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Figure 9: Tempo changes of performance in �gure 8

Implementation notes The Igor implementation uses a special layer where
the lead voice is stored. The tempo is then changed so the IOI of the notes
in the lead voice is the same as they would have been if DURATION-CONTRAST
would have been applied to the lead voice in DM. So for only constant tempo
changes have been used.

In DM DURATION-CONTRASTand DOUBLE-DURATIONnever trigger on the same
note. Also, in the current DM implementationDURATION-CONTRAST also a�ects
sound level, ie, that short notes are also played softer. These features have
not been implemented in Igor, but can easily be added. When the rule was
implemented the focus was on achieving synchronization between voices.

Formally Let ls be a special layer containing the lead melody and let

f(x) =





− 33
340 (x− 30) if 30 < x ≤ 200

6
200 (x− 400)− 7 if 200 < x ≤ 400

21
400 (x− 600) if 400 < x ≤ 600

0 otherwise

f : R→ R

ie, a function the de�nes �short� and �long�. The input argument is expected to
be a real time duration inms. In the tempo changing function we then compare
the position with the note in the lead melody in the corresponding position. The
function f returns the change in IOI inms of the lead note which can easily be
recalculated to a tempo change (see 4.3.2). Thus
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Tempo(s, T, r) = λx.let z ← Dur(Obj(ls, x), T ) in rq · f(z)
z

5.2.4 Rule Ensemble Swing
Relevant research results for Ensemble Swing can be found in articles [8, 10].

Most of the rules concern classical music. The rule Ensemble Swing, however,
models the timing in jazz performances. A property often associated with jazz
is the �swing�. To de�ne swing is very hard, at least in a formal way. Informally
you could say that the swing makes you want to tap your feet and move to
the music. One factor in achieving this is the timing with which jazz musicians
play the notes. Jazz timing is often referred to as �triplet-feel�, which means two
consecutive eighth notes (witch has the notated ratio 1:1) should be played with
a duration ratio of 2:1. This ratio is known as the swing ratio. Studies have
shown, however, that the swing ratio is seldom at a constant 2:1. More often
it varies with the tempo. For slow tempi it can be much higher (eg >3:1) and
approaches 1:1 as the tempo increases. Also, the swing ratio varies depending
on the instrument and what musician is playing it, eg, the drummer generally
seems to have a larger swing ratio than the soloist. Other structured timing
variations have also been observed, such as a varying delay of the onset of the
notes in some rhythmic positions, and an almost perfect synchronization in
other positions. The results show that synchronization is usually observed on
the eighth notes between the beats.

The ENSEMBLE-SWING rule (as implemented in DM) is to be applied to an
ensemble consisting of drums, bass and soloist. Each instrument has a speci�c
function for calculating the swing ratio and the delay in relation to the beat.

Figure 10: First two bars of �Oleo�

As an example we look at the �rst two bars of the Sonny Rollins composition
�Oleo�. Notated from top to bottom is the melody, a bass line, hi-hat and ride
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cymbal. The hi-hat is (which is quite common in jazz) played on beats 2 and 4
in each measure and the ride cymbal plays the typical �spang-a-lang� pattern.
The drums are taken as the reference point in time. This means there is no
delay in the onsets of the ride cymbal and hi-hat where they occur on the beat.

The timing of the exact performance of this is shown in �gure 11. Note that
each row of the piano roll now represent di�erent instruments, and not pitches
as earlier. Pitches would not have shown any more useful information as we are
only interested in the timing variations.

Figure 11: Score in �gure 10 played nominal

Applying ENSEMBLE-SWING could give the result shown in �gure 12. Note
the variation in delay in the onset of notes.

Figure 12: Score in �gure 10 played with ENSEMBLE-SWING, k=1

Implementation notes The rule Ensemble Swing has in Igor been imple-
mented with some extensions. Since no results have been given regarding the
timing of the piano, the Igor implementation uses the same values for the piano
as the bass (but that has no scienti�c background). ENSEMBLE-SWING expects
the beat to be in the quarter notes, but the meter needn't be 4/4. The rule only
handles notes on a rhythmic position in eighths and that have a duration of an
integral number of eighth notes.

The Igor implementation contains another feature not implemented in DM,
namely the possibility to turn the swing timing on and o� at arbitrary positions
in a piece. This is entered in a special musician. This feature is based on the
fact that many jazz songs are played with di�erent timing in di�erent parts of
the song. A common variant is to switch between a latin groove and swing.
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There should be special timings for almost all kinds of grooves, but since we
only have values for swing, the only option is to apply that or apply nothing.

Formally The e�ect of this rule is instrument speci�c. Let dz be a constant
and fz : TEMPO → R a linear function associated with instrument z, which is
the instrument playing the current note.

Locals(n, T, s, r) =
{

rq · dz if 4npos ∈ N ∨ 8npos /∈ N
rq · (dz + fz(T (npos))) otherwise

Locald(n, T, s, r) =





0 if 8nd /∈ N
rq · fz(T (npos)) if 4npos ∈ N ∧ 4nd /∈ N
−rq · fz(T (npos)) if 8npos ∈ N ∧ 4nd /∈ N

5.2.5 Rule Phrase Arch
The implementation of Phrase Arch was mainly built on the description in [2].

It most music performances the marking of phrases is a basic principle. How
that is done varies depending on the style of the piece that is being performed
and also to some extent on the performer's interpretation of the score.

When applying PHRASE-ARCH to a piece is played according to a phrase struc-
ture contained in a special musician. The phrase structure has seven di�erent
levels, and the rule can be applied to all levels simultaneously. Normally the
phrases has a hierarchical structure, so a phrase on one level contains an inte-
gral number of subphrases. There is no restrictions on this, the phrase structure
can be overlapping between levels. In DM also phrases on the same level can
overlap, but this has not been implemented in Igor.

A phrase is marked by an initial accelerando to some de�ned turning point,
followed by a ritardando to the end of the phrase. The sound level is changed
proportionally to the tempo. The phrase structure cannot be calculated from
the score but must be given as input. There are also some additional parameters
to control the e�ect of the rule, eg, the amount of accelerando/ritardando, the
shape of the tempo curve, the position of the turning point etc.

When the rule is applied at several levels at the same time the e�ects from
the di�erent levels are superimposed (in the same way other rules are). An
alternative to applying the rule at many di�erent levels simultaneously is to use
the next and 2next parameters. These parameters makes a greater ritardando
if a phrase also ends a phrase one or two levels higher.

Again we look at the �rst four bars of the Mozart sonata as an example.
Figure 14 shows a typical way to divide the �rst four bars into phrases on
di�erent levels. The lowest level is seven where the shortest phrases are. Here
the �rst bar and the second form phrases on that level. On the next level the
phrase covers both bars. On levels four and �ve the phrases are longer than we
can see in our two bars. These levels are therefore not included in the �gure.

The piano roll and tempo changes of PHRASE-ARCH, k=2, next=1.5, phlevel=7
are shown in �gures 13 and 14.
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Figure 13: Piano roll of top voice of �rst two bars of Mozart sonata, applying
PHRASE-ARCH, k=2, next=1.5, phlevel=7

Figure 14: Phrase structure of �rst two bars of Mozart sonata and tempo
changes when applying PHRASE-ARCH, k=1, phlevel=7 and PHRASE-ARCH, k=1,
phlevel=6
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This rule is particularly suited for romantic classical music, where the tempo
usually changes a lot.

Implementation notes Article [2] was used as a reference in the implemen-
tation, though it doesn't follow the article exactly. The main di�erence is the
use of continuous tempo changes. In DM, the IOI of separate notes is changed
using some shape function. The position in the phrase determines how the IOI
is changed. In Igor we use the shape function to control how the tempo should
be varied, so when notation objects are translated to performance objects the
tempo function automatically changes the IOI in a similar manner.

There is also more restrictions in phrase structure in the Igor implementa-
tion. As mentioned earlier, in DM phrases on the same level can overlap. In
the current implementation, this is not allowed in Igor.

The last parameter was implemented by adding a constant tempo change
over the duration of the last note. The turn parameter gives the turning point
between the accelerando and the ritardando. In DM theturn parameter can be
given either as a normalized position in the phrase, an index giving the note in
the turning point or a time in ms specifying the length of the ritardando part
of the phrase. The Igor implementation only uses a normalized position.

PHRASE-ARCH has a parameter SHAPE that controls the shape of the tempo
curve. So far, two shapes have been implemented in Igor, linear and quadratic.

Formally Let ls be a special layer where the phrase structure is stored. We
de�ne a new object representing a phrase. It has properties start, end, turning
point which are all positions. If P ∈ PHRASE then Pstart, Pend and Pturn will
denote its properties. There are several parameters to the PHRASE-ARCH rule,
other than the quant parameter. Table 2 shows a listing of them.

Parameter Description
acc Control the amout of accelerando in the beginning of the

phrases
turn A normalized position specifying the turning point of the

phrase
next Changes the amout of ritardando if the ending point also

ends a phrase one level higher
2next Like next, only 2 levels higher
last Changes the duration of the last note in a phrase
shape Determines the shape of the tempo curve

Table 2: Parameters to PHRASE-ARCH in the Igor implementation

De�ne the function

Phr(p, l, r) = P

Phr : POS× LAYER× RULE → PHRASE

where Pstart ≤ p ≤ Pend and the phrase level of P is rlevel. Also,

Pturn ← Pstart + rturn(Pend − Pstart)
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In other words, a function that gives the phrase object for a certain level at a
certain position.

The shape parameter gives a function describing the shape of the phrase
tempo curve. We will denote it

rshape : R→ R

The shape function is also normalized so rshape(0) = 0 and rshape(1) = 1.

Figure 15: Examples of normalized shape functions

Let Acc and Rit be the tempo changing functions for the accelerando and
ritardando respectively. Both are of type

POS× PHRASE× RULE → R

In the accelerando the tempo change varies according to the shape function. The
starting value is given by 0.1rqracc (a 10 percent change of the tempo, scaled
with the quant and acc parameters) and the end value which is the value in
the turning point is 0. Thus

Acc(p, P, r) = 0.1rqracc(1− rshape(f(p, P )))

where f is a function that normalizes the position. We want 0 ≤ f(p, P ) ≤ 1.
The positions in the phrase vary in the accelerando betweenPstart and Pturn.
To normalize this we obtain the expression

f(p, P ) =
p− Pstart

Pturn − Pstart

replacing f(p, P ) we get

Acc(p, P, r) = 0.1rqracc

(
1− rshape

(
p− Pstart

Pturn − Pstart

))

For the ritardando we must de�ne some other functions. Thenext parameter
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Figure 16: Example of a phrase tempo curve

increases the ritardando if the phrase on the current level also terminates a
phrase on the next higher level. To describe the e�ect we use the function

Next : PHRASE× RULE → R

Next(P, r) =
{

rnext if a phrase on level rlevel − 1 ends in position Pend

1 otherwise

The 2next parameter works in a similar way. We also need to handle thelast
parameter that changes the IOI of the last note in a phrase by a certain factor.
For that we need

Last : POS× PHRASE× LAYER× RULE → R

Last(p, P, l, r) =
{

rlast if Obj(l, p)pos + Obj(l, p)d = Pend

0 otherwise

The ritardando starts at the turning point and ends at the end of the phrase.
The tempo change then varies between 0 and 0.2rqNext(P, ls, r) (a 20 percent
change of the tempo scaled with the quant and next parameters) according to
the shape function reversed.

Rit(p, P, r) = 0.2rqNext(P, ls, r) · (1− rshape(1− h(p, P )))

where h(p, P ) is the normalizing function for the position. The positions vary
between Pturn and Pend so

h(p, P ) =
p− Pturn

Pend − Pturn

The tempo changing function for the ritardando is then
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Rit(p, P, r) = 0.2rqNext(P, r) ·
(

1− rshape

(
1− p− Pturn

Pend − Pturn

))

The rule e�ect can then be described as

Tempo(s, T, r) = λx. let P ← Phr(x, ls, r) in{
Acc(x, P, r) if Pstart ≤ x ≤ Pturn

Rit(x, P, r) + Last(p, ls, P, r) if Pturn < x ≤ Pend

Localsl(n, T, s, r) = −5rqramp[Tempo(s, T, r)](np)

So the local changes in sound level follows the tempo changes.

5.2.6 Rule Punctuation
A complete description of the Punctuation rule can be found in [11]. The
punctuation identi�es structural units in a score and separates them by inserting
micro-pauses at the end of each unit. The length of the melodic units can be
up to seven notes. The rule analyses the score and puts weights on some notes
according to some criteria using 13 subrules. Most of these subrules just need
the score as input but two of them also need a harmonic analyses of the score.
All subrules work in a context of at most �ve notes. When all subrules have
been applied, the weighted notes will be followed by a small pause when played
back. The Punctuation rule will also have some e�ect on the Mozart sonata as
shown in �gures 17 and 18.

Figure 17: Piano roll of top voice of �rst two bars of Mozart sonata, applying
PUNCTUATION, k=2
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Figure 18: Tempo changes of performance in �gure 17

Implementation notes The implementation of the rule Punctuation has
closely followed the article [11] when it comes to functionality. However, in
some aspects the algorithm has been changed. In the DM implementation the
subrules are applied one at a time to the whole piece, putting weights on some
notes. In the Igor implementation we step through the special layer using a
�sliding window� of �ve notes, applying the 11 �rst rules to one note at a time.
We still have to preprocess the whole piece though, so the complexity is the
same. The last rules are applied after the iteration, as they are dependent on
the results of the previous subrules on all notes.

Formally Let ls be a special layer that contains the lead melody and the
harmonic structure of the piece. The preprocessing function returns a function
that calculates the weight of a note. Let SUBRULES be a sequence of 13
functions that calculates the weighting of notes according to di�erent criteria.
They can be seen as subrules to the punctuation rule. They have to be applied
in order, as the result of some are dependent on the results of previous functions.
All Subi ∈ SUBRULES have the form

Subi(n, s, T ) =
{

wi(n, s, T ) if pi(n, s, T )
0 otherwise

where
wi : NOTOBJ× SCORE× (POS → TEMPO) → R

gives the weight that is to be added and

pi : NOTOBJ× SCORE× (POS → TEMPO) → BOOL

is a predicate that de�nes the condition for the note to be weighted. The type of
Subi is the same as the type of wi. Here follows some examples of the subrules.
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Assume that the index of n in its layer is i, so n = ni. One of the simplest is
subrule 1

w1(n, s, T ) = 10

p1(n, s, T ) = ni+1 ∈ REST

ie, that notes before rests are weighted.
Subrule 8 puts weights on notes preceding a series of at least two shorter

notes. It had to be slightly reformulated. In the description in the article,
the weight is put on ni−1. The change was made so that the weight always is
modi�ed on note ni

w8(n, s, T ) = let R ← ni
d

ni+1
d

in





0 if R < 1
4.5(R− 1)/3 if 1 ≤ R ≤

4.5 if R > 4
4

p8(n, s, T ) = ni+1
d < ni

d ∧ ni+1
d = ni+2

d ∧ ni, ni+1, ni+2 /∈ REST

Subrules 12 and 13 are dependent on results of the other subrules applied
on some or all other notes. We give an example of subrule 12 that removes the
weight of one note if two consecutive notes are weighted by previous rules and
have the same pitch. This one also had to be reformulated to manipulate only
ni.

w12(n, s, T ) = −
11∑

k=1

Subk(n, s, T )

p12(n, s, T ) = ni−1
p = ni

p ∧
11∑

k=1

Subk(ni, s, T ) <

11∑

k=1

Subk(ni−1, s, T ) ∨

ni
p = ni+1

p ∧
11∑

k=1

Subk(ni, s, T ) ≤
11∑

k=1

Subk(ni+1, s, T )

We then de�ne the function resulting from the preprocessing step as

Weight(n, s, T ) =
13∑

i=1

Sub(n, s, T )

Weight : NOTOBJ× SCORE× (POS → TEMPO) → R

ie, a function that returns the weight of a given note. The e�ect of the rule
depends also on the duration of the note. To calculate this we use the function
h. The input argument is thus expected to be a real time duration.

h(r) =





20 if r < 160
1
12 (r + 80) if 160 ≤ r ≤ 640
60 otherwise

h : R→ R

The tempo changing function then becomes

Tempo(s, T, r) = λx. let n ← Obj(ls, x) in{
0.45rq · h(Dur(n,T ))

Dur(n,T ) if Weight(n, s, T ) > 0
0 otherwise
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The local changes that a�ect the articulation can be chosen to only a�ect the
instrument playing the lead melody.

Locald(n, T, s, r) = let N ← Obj(ls, npos) in{ −rq · h(Dur(n, T )) if npos = Npos ∧ Weight(N, s, T ) > 0
0 otherwise

6 Results and discussion
6.1 Comparing performances
We need a way to verify that the Igor implementation is correct. Just listening
can give some idea of the correctness but all details are hard to hear. To compare
rule e�ects in Igor and DM we will use di�erent kinds of graphs. These are

• Comparing the percentual change in IOI, ie, the ratio between the per-
formed and nominal IOI

• Comparing the sound level change in dB

• Comparing the relative o�time duration, ie, the ratio between the silent
part of the note and the IOI

DM has functions for storing and displaying performances graphically. However,
Igor does not. A simple mechanism for recording performances in Igor was
constructed, and performance values from the two programs were extracted and
put into graphs. Some of Igor's default playback functionality also had to be
disabled, eg, some functions that change the articulation. Since IOI is not a
separate performance variable in Igor it had to be calculated by integrating the
tempo function. Graphs will be shown where it is interesting to do so. DM's
graph will be drawn with a dotted line, and Igor's graph with a solid line. If
only one line is visible they coincide (at least in the resolution of the graph).

Figure 19: First eight bars of Mozart A major sonata. All voices included
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As example piece the �rst eight bars of the above mentioned Mozart sonata
have been used. Figure 19 shows all voices of that part of the sonata. If nothing
else is said, it is the performance data of the top voice that is compared. In some
cases it would be interesting also to compare the lower voices to see to which
degree they coincide. The functionality for achieving synchronization di�ers
somewhat between the programs, however, there is not space to discuss this in
depth.

In Igor the top voice in the Mozart sonata is used as the lead voice (the lead
voice is manually entered in a special musician so it needn't be the top voice in
the score). The synchronization is done through global tempo changes, which
more or less handles it automatically. However, it could be investigated in some
cases if the the global tempo could be changed in a better way. This will be
mentioned were relevant.

As mentioned earlier, in DM a special synchronization voice is automatically
extracted from all voices of all instruments. The rules that change the IOI are
then applied to this synchronization voice and all other voices are changed to be
synchronized with it. For more detailed information on DM's synchronization,
see [14].

We shall here discuss what has been achieved regarding separate rules and
combinations of rules.

6.1.1 Rule High Loud
As mentioned earlier, the sound level normalization mechanism di�ers between
DM and Igor. However, in personal communication with member of the KTH
team Anders Friberg, the Igor implementation using a separate function for the
rule was approved, and maybe even considered better.

6.1.2 Rule Double Duration
The Igor implementation of Double Duration should be extended so that notes
that are a�ected of the rule also are compared to notes in other layers. Otherwise
the rule can produce some strange e�ects in polyphonic pieces. An example of
that is the Mozart sonata. The second note in the middle voice has the same
score position as the third note of the other voices. However, the rule in its
current implementation will only a�ect the middle voice.

To implement this extension in an e�ective way we would probably have
to use some kind of preprocessing to calculate the positions in which the rule
should be applied. The rule could be applied to one layer at a time, and then
by comparing results from all layers we could get the �nal result.

6.1.3 Rule Duration Contrast
In the implementation of Duration Contrast, Igor changes the global tempo
instead of changing the IOI of separate notes. So far we have only used constant
tempo changes. This can lead to quite abrupt changes in the tempo, which can
sound strange if, eg, the lead melody is slow and some other voice is playing
fast notes. Other tempo changing functions could be tried to achieve smoother
transitions in the tempo changes and better timing of the other voices. The
important thing is the the IOI of the lead note is not changed. Let Tc be
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the tempo function that results from using constant tempo changes, Tf the
tempo function from some other function f , and n the note in the melody that
determines the tempo change. Then ∀f Dur(n, Tc) = Dur(n, Tf ) should hold.

6.1.4 Rule Ensemble Swing
The swing ratio is only used for notes with a note value of an integral number
of eights. All notes get the delay though.

If the playing style is changed in the piece, the only option to play it with
swing is to play it straight, ie, with no alteration of the timing. This still is an
improvement compared to having to play the whole piece in the same groove.

6.1.5 Rule Phrase Arch
The use of continuous tempo changes in the Igor implementation makes it hard
to achieve the exact same e�ect as DM. Figures 20 and 21 show that we get quite
close though. Further laboration could probably yield an even closer result. A
cause of the di�erences could be that in DM the IOI of a note is determined by
its starting position in a phrase, and played its whole duration with the tempo
in that position. In Igor the tempo changes along with the duration of the note,
which means that the resulting IOI of a note n is Dur(n, Tp), where Tp is the
tempo function that results from the rule.

The changes in sound level that the rule calculates are all the time negative,
ie, the sound level at most reaches the basic sound level (see �gure 21). This
may lead to that a piece is played too soft. To compensate this there is in DM
a normalisation function (mentioned also in the section about High Loud) that
increases the sound level change. Such a normalisation function has not been
implemented in Igor, however, it could quite easily be added.

Figure 20: Changes in IOI, top voice of �rst 8 bars of Mozart sonata, using rule
PHRASE-ARCH, k=2.5, phlevel=6, Igor solid line, DM dotted line
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Figure 21: Changes in sound level, top voice of �rst 8 bars of Mozart sonata,
using rule PHRASE-ARCH, k=2.5, phlevel=6, Igor solid line, DM dotted line

6.1.6 Rule Punctuation
The Igor implementation described above where the �rst 11 subrules are applied
to one note at a time was approved by KTH team member Anders Friberg. He
also thought it might be faster than the DM algorithm but no measurements
have been done to verify this.

PUNCTUATION k=2 was tried on the Mozart sonata in Igor and DM. As can
be seen in �gures 22 and 23 they seem to give similar results. Also in this rule,
other tempo functions could be tried in a way similar toDURATION-CONTRAST.

Figure 22: Changes in IOI, top voice of �rst 8 bars of Mozart sonata,
PUNCTUATION, K=2, Igor solid line, DM dotted line
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Figure 23: Articulation changes, top voice of �rst 8 bars of Mozart sonata,
PUNCTUATION, K=2, Igor solid line, DM dotted line

6.1.7 Combinations of rules
We have shown the results of separate rules. It is also very important that
rules work together in the same way. The Mozart sonata was played with both
programs using a rule palette containing di�erent tempo changing rules. The
rule palette used was PHRASE-ARCH k=1.5 phlevel=6 turn=0.3, PHRASE-ARCH
k=2.5 phlevel=7 turn=0.3, PUNCTUATION k=2, DURATION-CONTRAST k=3. As
can be seen in �gures 24 and 25 there are variations. The cause of this could
be for example that the result of some rules in DM is somewhat dependent on
results of other rules, which is not the case in Igor, Also, as we saw earlier, DM
changes some notes in PUNCTUATION that Igor doesn't. The variations seem to
be largest on notes 10, 19, 29 which all are positions of phrase endings on levels
6 and 7. This might imply that further calibration of the tempo changing func-
tion in PHRASE-ARCH needs to be done. However, the two programs generally
seem to produce the same e�ect.

It should also be noted that this rule palette does not provide a very musical
enjoyable performance of the piece, but should be seen merely as an example of
combining rules.
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Figure 24: Changes in IOI, top voice of �rst 8 bars of Mozart sonata, using
rule palette PHRASE-ARCH k=1.5 phlevel=6 turn=0.3, PHRASE-ARCH k=2.5
phlevel=7 turn=0.3, PUNCTUATION k=2, DURATION-CONTRAST k=3, Igor solid
line, DM dotted line

Figure 25: Changes in sound level in dB, top voice of �rst 8 bars
of Mozart sonata, using rule palette PHRASE-ARCH k=1.5 phlevel=6
turn=0.3, PHRASE-ARCH k=2.5 phlevel=7 turn=0.3, PUNCTUATION k=2,
DURATION-CONTRAST k=3, Igor solid line, DM dotted line

6.1.8 Rule palettes modelling emotions
As mentioned earlier, di�erent rule palettes to model emotional expression have
been created at KTH [4]. These have, to the greatest possible extent, been
transferred to and tested in the Igor system. Even though not all rules used
in those palettes had been implemented in Igor, the intention of each palette
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was quite clear when tried in Igor (but these tests were conducted in a most
informal way). The emotional charcters that were tried was angry, happy, sad
and afraid.

6.2 Implementation di�erences
The main di�erences in implementation are:

• Rule e�ects to performance variables are always additive

• The order in which the rules are applied does not matter

• Some details in rules have note been implemented

The exception to the additive property that has been encountered so far is that
DOUBLE-DURATION and DURATION-CONTRAST never trigger on the same note. In
DM this is solved by letting one of the rules check the contitions also for the
other rule. If, for example, DURATION-CONTRAST discovers that a note ful�lls
the conditions both for DURATION-CONTRAST and DOUBLE-DURATION, nothing is
done. To add this in Igor should be straight-forward.

To apply the rules in a certain order can not be done in the same way in
Igor as in DM, since rules are applied at di�erent positions in Igor. The tempo
changing and preprocessing is done before the playback starts, and the rest
of the changes is made during playback. Then if a tempo changing rule were
dependent on results from a locally changing rule, there might be problems.
Of course, any locally changing rule could be tranformed to a preprocessing
rule, calcutating the rule e�ect in advance, storing it and then apply the stored
changes during playback. So, dependence of order of rule application should
also be achievable, but a little trickier.

In this project the focus has been on the functionality, so some details of rules
have not been implemented. In those cases it didn't seem important enough for
the general result.

6.3 Conclusions
In the previous section we saw that we could get the same results as (or close
to) DM in our Igor implementation, so it seems possible to make DM rules
available in Igor. But what has really been achieved? What has been gained
by reimplementing an already implemented system in a another program with
a new formalism? Three points can be made:

• We automatically get an advanced graphical interface, eg, for score input

• With Igor's playback routine we get features that further add to the real-
ism of the playback, eg, through knowledge of instrument characteristics

• The rules have been implemented in a system where they work with data
that is closer to real notation

With DM the possibilities for score input is either by writing it directly in the
internal format (which is not an practically usable option for more complex
pieces), or to somehow produce a MIDI �le and import it into DM. This limits
the possibilities to edit a piece while using it, which is not a problem in Igor.
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The DM rules mostly concerns general principles of music performance that
are not instrument speci�c. Igor, on the other hand, has knowledge about
characteristics of di�erent instruments and other performance practices, eg, how
trills are performed. If these systems could work fully together an even higher
degree of realism could be achieved in the playback of pieces. The scope of this
project did not allow this to be fully investigated though. The systems work
nicely together in some cases, but far from all have been tried or considered.

The internal representation of a piece in DM and Igor Engraver di�ers
greatly. The representation in DM contains basic notation, but in some as-
pects it is closer to a MIDI �le, eg, by the division of the piece into tracks. Igor
has more advanced notation features, which makes it possible it represent pieces
in a way closer to real notation. Conseqently, if we implement the DM rules in
Igor, we also implement them closer to real notation. In some cases, though, it
hasn't made a big di�erence because of the way the rules are formulated. Future
developments may use it to a greater extent.

7 Future work
There is much that can be done in further development of a project like this.
The work presented is this report is something that does the job but the design
has changed continuously in the process, as better insights about the problem
has been gained. Also, little e�ort has put on optimization. Most likely there are
a number ways in which the design and e�ciency can be improved. So, �rstly
the design and the algorithms used should be examined and perhaps changed.

Since we're working with a commercial program like Igor Engraver, the ques-
tion of course arises whether this can be developed into a commercial product
itself, either embedded in Igor or as a separate plugin. We could also (with-
out thinking in economical terms) think about what can be done generally to
improve and expand the already implemented system.

There are some interesting extensions that are currently neither in DM nor
in Igor. For example to apply di�erent rule palettes at di�erent parts of the
score, eg, to start playing the score �happy� and end it �sad�.

There could also be more Igor features that could be used. For example,
in DURATION-CONTRAST the global tempo is changed when a leading note is
lengthened to synchronize all instruments and voices. Currently this is done
using a constant tempo change. As discussed earlier, transitions between tempo
changes could be made smoother using other functions.

7.1 A scienti�c project
Could Igor together with this plugin fully replace DM at KTH? In that case all
of DM:s functionality should be implemented. This also includes several ways of
producing statistics about a performance, eg, drawing graphs showing deviations
in di�erent performance variables compared to a deadpan performance.

7.2 A commercial product
To develop this work into a commercial product, improvements has to be done
both in functionality and user interface. Firstly, there are more rules in DM that
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have not been implemented in Igor. However, maybe not all of the remaining
DM rules need to be implemented. With the framework that has been built this
should be quite straight-forward.

There should be a user interface where rule palettes can be easily created
and managed, that is adding and removing rules and changing parameters of
rules. There should also be prede�ned rule palettes for di�erent kinds of pieces
so the user won't have to have knowledge about separate rules to apply the rule
system. It could also be interesting for the user to have the possibility to create
rules of his own, and to be able to apply di�erent rule palettes to di�erent
parts of a piece. The marking of phrases could be done in a more graphical
way, using brackets or something similar instead of just writing text attached
to notes, which is how it is currently done.

More work and investigation must also be done in how the di�erent rule
systems (DM and Igor) work together, and what should happen if DM rules
are applied at unappropriate positions. In general, more error handling and
informative feedback is needed if something doesn't work.

7.3 A more distant future
Let us for a while think about what could be done in a longer perspective.

We have experimented with emotional expressions of performances. A goal
would be to take any piece and let the computer play it with some emotional
expression, or maybe mimic the style of di�erent musicians. Could there be
other expressions than emotions that can be quanti�ed?

It would also be interesting to see rules similar to Ensemble Swing that
model other music styles, eg, samba.

Of course, the implementation of this is depending on the research made in
the �eld of �Expressive Music Performance�. At least if the rules are to be based
on scienti�c results.

8 Glossary
accelerando A gradual increase of tempo over some time

articulation Variations in the onset to o�set duration without changing the
IOI. See also 2.1.3

bass A tonal range of low pitches

dynamics Variations in loudness of the notes, see also 2.1.3

General MIDI A standardized set of 128 patches specifying the sound of each
patch number

glissando To �slide� from one note to another

grain A rational part of a quarter note. A common divisor is 480 but it can
vary.

intonation In instruments where pitches are not �xed, the accuracy of the
played pitch
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IOI Inter Onset Interval, the time between the onset of two consecutive notes

macro text substitution, ie, that one piece of text is automatically replaced
with another

measure A container for notes and rests. See meter

meter A rational number specifying the length (in rhythmic units) of a mea-
sure, and to some extent the grouping of notes in the mesures

note value A number associated with each note specifying its length in relation
to other notes

o�set The time a note stops sounding

onset The time a note starts sounding

patch In the context of MIDI, a sound in a synthesizer

pitch The frequency of a tone

ritardando A gradual decrease of tempo over some time

soprano A tonal range of high pitches

special musician/layer A layer in the score used for special purposes, see
4.3.3

tempo A mapping from note values to real time, see also 2.1.3 and 4.1.1

timing Variations of the onset of notes, see also 2.1.3

trill On some instruments altering rapidly between two adjacent notes, on oth-
ers playing the same note repeatedly and fast

triplet Two notes of the same note value that are replaced by three equally
spaced notes
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